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Introductions

● Sharon Sund, Conflict Resolution Center (CRC)

● Beth Bailey, Community Mediation & Restorative 

Services (CMRS)



Ending the “Resource-Runaround”

How might key resource providers 
integrate and bundle resources to better 
serve our communities? (TRC/VLN/CMM)

When and how can we connect people to 
each other?



The Arc of a mediated conversation

Beginning with Humanity

The mediation process allows people to enter the conversation as human 
beings. We need to be seen before we can move into problem-solving 
conversations.  In the Court setting, there is a very personal “How I got 
here” narrative. And that story is often irrelevant in the eyes of the law. 

…and move to self-determination

What is it you’d like to see happen today? Have you had a chance to talk 
with an attorney?



Creating value and getting creative

Once people are ready to move into problem solving 
we look for those things that people can offer in 
exchange for the thing that’s most important to them.

Story of the ugli orange   (“Help me understand…”)                                                    
(win-lose, compromise, win-win)



Creating value
In Housing Court, the participants have much greater authority than the bench 

to co-create an outcome that works for all.  Through a negotiated or mediated 

agreement, parties can:

● Create reasonable payment plans and possibly access expedited financial 

resources

● Create a timeline and conditions for a lease to end

● Create a timeline for repair requests to be addressed

● Identify how concerns about treatment by management will be addressed



Agreement writing

Reality-testing agreements.  Settlement agreements created with the help of 

a mediator were far less likely to result in a writ. 

Lay person language. 

Check boxes in mediated agreement forms

Example: Expungement language



Integration Mediation with Financial Resources

❖ Tenant Resource Center In Hennepin – resource coordinator 

in court

❖ CHAP mediation services

❖ CERA mediation services



Accessing Mediation Services

❖ Soft hand-offs when possible, shift the burden

❖ Statewide intake through Community Mediation Minnesota

❖ In Hennepin, contact:

❖ Conflict Resolution Center (CRC)

❖ Call 612.445.7987, Sharon@crcminnesota.org

❖ Community Mediation & Restorative Services (CMRS)

❖ Housing Hotline: 763.561.0173, referrals@CMRSmn.org

❖ Both Hennepin orgs are MHFA “field partners”

https://communitymediationmn.org/
mailto:referrals@CMRSmn.org

